Near-infrared fluorescent probes in cancer imaging and therapy: an emerging field
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Abstract: Near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF) imaging is an attractive modality for early cancer detection with high sensitivity and multi-detection capability. Due to convenient modification by conjugating with moieties of interests, NIRF probes are ideal candidates for cancer targeted imaging. Additionally, the combinatory application of NIRF imaging and other imaging modalities that can delineate anatomical structures extends fluorometric determination of biomedical information. Moreover, nanoparticles loaded with NIRF dyes and anticancer agents contribute to the synergistic management of cancer, which integrates the advantage of imaging and therapeutic functions to achieve the ultimate goal of simultaneous diagnosis and treatment. Appropriate probe design with targeting moieties can retain the original properties of NIRF and pharmacokinetics. In recent years, great efforts have been made to develop new NIRF probes with better photosensitivity and strong fluorescence emission, leading to the discovery of numerous novel NIRF probes with fine photophysical properties. Some of these probes exhibit tumoricidal activities upon light radiation, which holds great promise in photothermal therapy, photodynamic therapy, and photoimmunotherapy. This review aims to provide a timely and concise update on emerging NIRF dyes and multifunctional agents. Their potential uses as agents for cancer specific imaging, lymph node mapping, and therapeutics are included. Recent advances of NIRF dyes in clinical use are also summarized.
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Introduction
Cancer remains a great challenge against global public health and a tremendous economic burden on society despite significant progress in comprehensive therapy. Recently, the death toll resulting from cancer in the US reached half a million in 2013. It is projected that, in 2014, the total number of newly diagnosed cancer patients will be over 1.6 million in US.1 Although interventions such as radical surgical treatment, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy were applied, many patients die within a year after initial cancer diagnosis. The main inadequacy of current diagnostic imaging methods is the relatively low specificity and sensitivity in the detection of cancer at an early stage. Several imaging modalities, such as ultrasound, X-ray radiography, computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and positron-emission tomography scanning (PETS), are widely utilized to detect the functional and structural changes in disease areas. However, these conventional imaging modalities sometimes fail to achieve a high contrast among malignancies, benign lesions, and adjacent normal tissues.2,3 Thus, a novel imaging technique is imperative to enhance the theranostics and improve the surveillance of cancers at any stage.
Optical imaging holds great promise as an ideal modality for cancer imaging. Light signals emitted from biological tissues present molecular information that is related to the pathophysiological change. Near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF) imaging, with high sensitivity and multi-detection capability, is an attractive modality for early cancer detection among potential optical imaging technologies. This approach basically depends on a fluorescence probe with emissions in the NIR region. In this region (650–900 nm), lower tissue autofluorescence and less fluorescence extinction enhance deep tissue penetration with minimal background interference.

Nanotechnology significantly facilitates the development of both therapeutic and diagnostic agents. Theranostic nanomedicine, the integration between diagnosis and treatment, takes advantage of imaging and therapeutic functions to simultaneously detect and treat disease. Thus, it allows for successive determination of agent distribution, release, and efficacy, which is anticipated to achieve personalized medicine.

Strong interest has been attracted in bioimaging and therapeutics of NIRF probes in the last two decades. Numerous novel NIRF dyes with fine photophysical properties have been developed. These dyes can easily be conjugated with various moieties such as small molecules, nucleotides, double-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), DNA primers, amino acids, proteins, and antibodies to acquire specific targeting abilities. Due to convenient modification by conjugating with moieties of interest, NIR dyes are ideal candidates for cancer imaging with high specificity and sensitivity. Nanoparticles (NPs) containing NIRF dyes and anticancer agents contribute to the synergistic management of cancer. Moreover, novel NIRF dyes alone can be utilized as effective agents for photothermal and photodynamic therapy.

This review aims to provide a timely and essential update on emerging NIRF dyes and multifunctional agents. Their potential uses for cancer-specific imaging, lymph node mapping, and therapeutics are included. These advances have widely extended current concepts of cancer theranostics by NIRF imaging.

Classifications of organic NIRF dyes
Although NIRF dyes attract intensive attention in bioimaging, only a few of them are readily available owing to poor photostability and hydrophilicity, and difficulties of signal capture in heterogeneous tissues in vivo. Extensive research has been focused on the redesign and adaptation of NIRF dyes to overcome these limitations. Great effort has been made to develop new NIRF dyes with better photostability and strong fluorescence emission. Parts of the hydrophobic dyes are improved, with stronger hydrophilicity to decrease self-aggregation. These new dyes show high potential for biomedical imaging. Herein, NIRF dyes are classified into several categories, including cyanines, rhodamine analogs, 4,4-difluoro-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene (BODIPYs), squaraines, phthalocyanines, and porphyrin derivatives and other related dyes in light of their NIR organic fluorophore platforms. The basic chemical structures of these dyes are presented in Figure 1.

Cyanine dyes
Cyanine dyes were first developed by Williams in 1856. Indocyanine green (ICG), for instance, is a tricarbocyanine dye that was permitted by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for medical diagnostic application over 50 years ago. Typical cyanine dye contains two nitrogen-containing heterocycles as charged chromophores, each conjugated
to the end of a polymethine that comprises an odd number of carbons. Most of these dyes display narrow absorption bands and high extinction coefficients. Some cyanines (Cy5 and Cy7) emit in the NIR region, presenting as NIRF dyes with relatively strong fluorescence intensity and extinction coefficients. The elongation of the middle polymethine by the vinylene bond (CH=CH) results in red shift by approximately 100 nm, and the extension of the nitrogen-containing heterocycles leads to a red shift by 20 nm. Traditional cyanine dyes display poor photostability, self-aggregation, and low quantum yields in aqueous solution, while a cyclohexenyl group replacement in the central link of polymethine significantly increases the photostability and fluorescence intensity.

Ongoing efforts in the research of cyanine dyes are focused on exploiting their value in biomedical applications. James and coworkers constructed a series of symmetrical polymethine dyes containing different bis-N-substituted indoles, linkers, and benzindole moieties. They found that commercially available heptamethine carbocyanine IR-783 with a cyclic chloro-cyclohexene moiety showed better fluorescence-imaging ability. IR-783 and its derivative MHI-148, have demonstrated potential as optical imaging agents both in vivo and in vitro for the rapid detection of human kidney cancer. Fluorescent hyaluronan (HA) analogs were developed by linking different molar percentages of IR-783 derivative. Hyaluronidase-mediated HA biodegradation was not influenced by IR-783 conjugation. Moreover, this imaging probe (17% dye in HA) could detect HA fragments to study the HA uptake and degradation. Tan et al developed two multifunctional NIRF heptamethine dyes, IR780 and IR808, with suitable optical characteristics, good biocompatibility, and with the ability to target against cancer cells. A polyethylene glycol (PEG)ylated IR-786 derivative, synthesized by Lu et al, indicated a large stokes shift, reduced cytotoxicity, and enhanced photostability. By functionalization with magnetic NPs and polymers, the stokes shift of IR-820 could be tuned. New octupolar merocyanine chromophores developed by Poronik et al could also be easily tuned into the NIR region. The colored conjugate base of 1,3-bis(dicyanomethylidene)indan also displayed the ability as an anionic NIRF dye for biomolecule imaging.

Rhodamine dyes

Rhodamine dyes belong to the class of xanthene dyes. These dyes have been extensively exploited as fluorescent probes owing to their favorable photophysical characteristics, such as great molar extinction coefficients and resistance in photobleaching. However, the fluorescence probes adapted from classic rhodamine dyes emit visible light only (500–600 nm wavelength), and are thus unavailable for in vivo bioimaging. Interestingly, their fluorescence properties can be easily modified through a ring close/open process or photo-induced electron transfer (PET). Thus, numerous NIR rhodamine derivatives have been developed by modifying the xanthene core, through various mechanisms to regulate fluorescence properties, such as PET, oxidation–reduction, and spiro ring opening of xanthenes.

Sun et al revealed three rhodamine derivatives that maintained their properties. They emitted fluorescence in the NIR region with great potential for biological application. SiR680 and SiR700, synthesized via modifying the Si-rhodamine scaffold, could emit strong NIR fluorescence in aqueous media. 2-Me TeR, a NIR dye that selectively probed reactive oxygen species (ROS) utilizing tellurium, could monitor dynamically in vivo endogenous ROS levels. Unique NIR-absorbing xanthene chromophores could also be synthesized by modulating the HOMO-LUMO (highest occupied molecular orbital-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) gap in xanthene dyes.

BODIPY-based NIRF probes

BODIPY, initially depicted in 1968, is advantageous for bioimaging due to high extinction coefficients and quantum yield as well as thermal and photochemical stability. However, absorption and emission wavelengths of classical BODIPY dyes are not in the NIR region. Therefore, great efforts in seeking ideal BODIPY derivatives have been made by research groups worldwide. Currently, two main strategies are adopted to shift BODIPY into NIRF dyes, modifying the phenyl rings and merging the 3- and 5-phenyl rings with the aza-BODIPY core, which forms six-membered rings and reduces the torsion angles formed by peripheral phenyl groups and the central core. Enhancement of co-planarity between phenyls and the central core results in NIR bathochromic shifts, probably due to electron delocalization. Diphenyl dithienyl aza-BODIPY was synthesized through the substitution of phenyl groups by thiophene in aza-BODIPY. Remarkable red shifts and strong NIR fluorescence could be found. Bromo-substituted BODIPY containing thiénylpyrrole moieties was reported by Yang’s group. Exposure of these products in the NIR region exhibited a high singlet oxygen quantum yield that leads to photo cytotoxicity. Sakamoto and coworkers developed a series of new alpha-bridged linear BODIPY oligomers that displayed strong absorption and high fluorescence efficiency in the NIR region.

Two novel NIRF BODIPY dyes, each containing...
two pyridinium groups showed DNA photocleavage ability through the production of free radicals. These implied the potential mechanism and feasibility of BODIPY-based photodynamic therapy (PDT). DC-SPC, a BODIPY derivative, was fabricated by the classical Knoevenagel condensation method between 3, 5-dimethyl-BODIPY dyes and N-propargyl carbazole aldehyde. DC-SPC emitted in the NIR region and displayed desirable photostability. After facile functionalization into DC-SPC-PPh3, superior amphipathy, cell membrane permeability, and specific localization in mitochondria were revealed. Stable NIR BODIPY developed via a novel pyrrole was non-cytotoxic and suitable for bio-imaging assay.

Squaraine-based NIRF probes

Squaraines (squarylium dyes), consisting of a central ring-based core and a zwitterionic structure, were first developed by Treibs and Jacob in 1965. The oxocyclobutenolate core is linked by aromatic or heterocyclic components at both ends, which shapes a donor–acceptor–donor motif. These dyes typically emit in the red to NIR region, with distinct physical–chemical properties. However, the relatively large scale and hydrophobic features of conventional squaraines remain a grave challenge. Currently, three main strategies for the design of NIRF squaraine dyes are exploited, regulating aggregation or disaggregation of squaraine dyes, modifying squaraine dyes with specific binding moiety, and inducing squaraine formation or destruction in certain conditions. Squaraine-based probes have been developed for different targets, including ions, small molecules, and proteins through these effective strategies. For instance, bis(vinyl ruthenium)-modified squaraine dyes are synthesized through a reversible polyelectrochromic switch that regulates the NIR absorption bands. Fluorescence signal could be easily turned off or shifted deep into the NIR region. Adding dicyanovinyls into the framework of conventional squaraines endows NIR fluorescence properties and chemical robustness.

Phthalocyanines and porphyrin derivatives

Phthalocyanines and porphyrin derivatives are versatile functional pigments containing four isoindole or pyrrole nitrogen atoms. There are 4n+2 π electrons in the middle of phthalocyanines. It was revealed that the π electrons are strongly delocalized around the chromophore, which renders high thermal and chemical stability that can endure intense electromagnetic radiation. Moreover, two hydrogen atoms in the central part can be readily modified by metal ions and various substituents, thus changing the physical properties. Although applications in the fields of electronics, optoelectronics, and biomedicine can be found, their emission bands are under the NIR region. Hence, strategies such as ligating the benzene group and replacing multiple electron-donating substituents can be applied to acquire NIRF derivatives. Porphyrins and expanded porphyrins contain four or more pyrrole or heterocyclic rings. When used as new platforms for NIRF probe design, such macro-cyclic structures show the advantages of superior chemical stability and excellent photophysical properties.

Their new derivatives are also promising in clinical application for cancer theranostics. Karunakaran et al developed a hydrophilic porphyrin (THPP) and its derivative (Zn-THPP). They displayed superior quantum yield and excellent free radical generation rates. In comparison with the clinical drug Photofrin, THPP exhibited higher photodynamic activity. Moreover, THPP rapidly permeated into cells and localized in the nucleus, demonstrating its potential application as a NIR probe for PDT as well as nucleus imaging.

NIRF probes based on other types of dyes

Besides cyanine dyes, rhodamine derivatives, BODIPY’s, porphyrins and squaraines, some other types of NIR fluorophores have also been recently investigated. Ashitate et al demonstrated that zwitterionic NIR fluorophore ZW800-1 could provide real-time intraoperative imaging of hepatic vessels precisely during biliary tract surgery, outperforming ICG in dual-channel NIR fluorescence imaging. When conjugated with cancer-targeting moieties, ZW800-1 provided a much improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) over IRDye800-CW and Cy5.5. Hyaluronated fullerene was found to exhibit strong NIRF intensity without complex labelling with other fluorophores or isotopes. This fullerene could be applied for high-resolution NIRF imaging of tumor sites in vivo. Moreover, a remarkable regression of HCT-116 tumors but not normal tissues was found, demonstrating its potential anti-tumor activity. Xiong et al constructed a NIRF analog of 2’,7’-dichlorofluorescein with high photostability and permeability. This dye was specifically located in the mitochondria and could be readily employed for thiol sensing via a strong turn-on NIRF signal. Sun et al revealed that two-photon carbazole derivatives could be used as NIRF dyes for nucleic acid imaging applications. 2’-hydroxychalcone derivatives of boron difluoride were synthesized with intense NIR emission in the solid state. They possessed many interesting properties that were suitable for applications in materials science as unique solid-state NIR fluorophores. Shao et al reported a new class of NIRF dendrimeric quaterpyridenediimide dyes exhibiting high photostability and hydrophilicity.
and low toxicity to normal cells.\textsuperscript{45} A self-quenching composite was constructed by conjugating galactosyl human serum albumin (hGSA) and NMP1, a bacteriochlorin-based NIRF dye. The complex selectively linked to the D-galactose receptor of ovarian cancer cells and 75\% of 555 peritoneal ovarian cancer metastases and was detected by hGSA-NMP1.\textsuperscript{46} Although significant progress in NIRF probe design and their biological applications has been made, they are still fledgling compared to visible light optical imaging and many challenges remain in the development of clinically available NIRF dyes.

**NP-based NIRF probes**
Advances in nanotechnology facilitate the development of complex multicomponent nanomaterials, significantly contributing to the fast growing biomedicine branch. Great progress has been made in the field of NP-based probes for cancer theranostics. Newly developed probes selectively accumulate in malignant lesions via the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect of tumor microvasculatures,\textsuperscript{47,48} and bind to specific receptors on cancer cells through corresponding ligands in NPs. Thus, NP-based NIRF probes, such as NIRF dye-containing nonmetallic NPs, NIRF gold nanostructures, and quantum dots (QDs), attract strong interest as platforms for early-stage cancer detection (Figure 2). Three main types of these fascinating probes developed in recent years are described below.

**NIRF dye-containing nonmetallic NPs**
NIRF dye-containing nonmetallic NPs are based on nanomaterials of polymer and inorganic matrices that confine various NIRF dyes. Organic NIRF dyes are typically embedded through non-covalent or covalent combination to shape functional NPs with a core–shell architecture. Owing to the protective architecture, these probes show enhanced photostability and biocompatibility, low self-aggregation, bright fluorescence signal, with bioconjugation that is easily tunable.\textsuperscript{49}

Different routes to obtain functional NIRF nonmetallic NPs have been employed in recent years. ICG molecules with a polyethylenimine moiety were incorporated into a
silica matrix, which could avoid aggregation and reduced self-quenching of ICG molecules. Zheng et al developed a self-assembled ICG-containing nanostructure using ICG and phospholipid-PEG (PL-PEG). ICG-PL-PEG increased the NIR-dependent temperature efficiently and could target tumor cells when further linked with an antibody. In another study, Cohen et al developed NIRF albumin NPs using human serum albumin (HSA) and a NIR dye derivative in aqueous solution. The HSA-CANIR NPs were covalently conjugated with tumor-targeting ligands at the carboxylate site through the carbodiimide activation method. NIRF dye encapsulation within the HSA NPs significantly reduced photobleaching. Moreover, the prepared NIRF probes could specifically target colon cancer, even undistinguishable tumors that could previously only be confirmed by histopathological analysis. 1,1'-diiodocetylthetramethyl indotricarbocyanine iodide was incorporated into micelles to acquire dye-loaded NPs. The prepared NPs demarcated the tumor with high resolution, demonstrating the capability of both optical imaging and photothermal treatment.

Despite recent progress in NIRF dye-containing NPs, the characteristic discrepancies such as absorption, biodistribution, metabolism, and excretion remain high owing to large variations in the physicochemical properties. With the ongoing efforts to adapt their functions and endow multiplex imaging capability, NIRF nonmetallic nanoprobes are expected to play important roles for in vivo optical imaging.

Gold nanostructures
Numerous nanostructures with different sizes and shapes, such as nanorods, nanodots, nanoclusters, nanoshells, nanotubes, and nanocages, have been extensively investigated as candidates for Raman imaging and photoacoustic imaging (PAI) mainly due to their excellent optical properties, high stability, lower toxicity, and bioconjugation simplicity. Fluorescent gold nanoprobes (GNP), characterized by ultra-small size, tunable optical properties, and considerable biocompatibility, are available as targeted probes for in vivo optical imaging.

Through the modification on poly-(allylamine hydrochloride) followed by Rose Bengal (RB) molecule conjugation, a gold nanorod (GNR) platform was constructed. The RB-GNR platform exhibited significant NIR absorption and emission, excellent photostability, good biocompatibility, and specific identification of oral cancer cells. Au-MPA was constructed by the conjugation of bluish-green fluorescence-containing gold nanoclusters (Au NCs) and a NIR organic dye, MPA, and displayed low toxicity and high affinity to tumor. In another study, folic acid (FA) was linked to Au NCs followed by MPA conjugation (Au-FA-MPA). Doxorubicin (DOX), a clinically used anticancer drug, was then conjugated to the folate-conjugated Au NCs. Au-FA-MPA selectively targeted folate receptor (FR) positive tumors and Au-FA-DOX displayed high anti-tumor activity due to FR-mediated uptake, supporting the potential use of ligand-modified Au NCs for cancer imaging and targeted therapy. Au-Met-MPA, which was constructed using Au NCs, methionine (Met), and MPA, also exhibited NIR tumor-targeting capability with low cytotoxicity.

Despite advances in nanotechnology, the strategy of incorporating multiple materials and/or agents into one GNP with optimal properties remains challenging. Intractable problems concerning purity, solubility, stability in physiological environments, and the extreme synthetic process of these probes limit their imaging applications in a larger scope.

Quantum dots
Semiconductor QDs are fluorescent inorganic core-shell nanocrystals with easily modified emission wavelengths and excellent extinction coefficients. Generally, the fluorescence of QDs depends on the size or shape of the intrinsic nanocrystal. QDs with a relatively large core emit longer wavelengths in the NIR region. Therefore, QDs can be finely adapted via their size and composition to obtain suitable excitation profiles and high absorption coefficients. Furthermore, QDs exhibit large Stokes shifts and can endure photobleaching. Owing to these features, QDs have been extensively investigated for biomedical applications. However, in vivo imaging with QDs is challenged by their potential toxicity, relatively large size, and short circulation time. To solve the potential acute and chronic toxicity of cadmium-based NIR QDs, a layer of less toxic coating is often considered in the design of QDs. In addition, the water solubility of QDs is crucial to their biological applications.

Xue et al systematically evaluated four different methods to enhance the water solubility of QDs (via micelles, amphiphilic polymers, nanohydrogels, and water-soluble thiols). It was demonstrated that micelles and thiols best retained the photophysical property of QDs. Oil-soluble NIR PbS QDs entrapped in micelles were also investigated for in vivo tumor imaging. Low cytotoxicity PbS QDs-loaded SOC (biodegradable micelles) selectively accumulated in cancer tissues through the EPR effect of SOC micelles, making them suitable for the evaluation of nanocarrier biodistribution and tumor-targeting behavior. After modification
of the QDs with a coating of silica and PEG, the ultra-stable PbS QDs were available for sentinel lymph node (SLN) imaging.\textsuperscript{79} Ag\textsubscript{2}S QDs displayed strong optical signals in deep tissue with high resolution. When functionalized with PEG, the composites were found in the reticuloendothelial system and could be removed through feces without appreciable toxicity.\textsuperscript{71,72} Ag\textsubscript{2}S QDs terminated with a carboxylic acid group showed strong fluorescence and good photostability that is suitable for future biomedical applications.\textsuperscript{73}

Biocompatible core/shell QDs were constructed with Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ions to address the unexpected blue-shift of CuInS\textsubscript{2}-based nanocrystals. The prepared QDs coupled with cyclic Arg-Gly-Asp (cRGD) peptides emitted stronger signals than ZCIS/ZnS QDs in cancer detection.\textsuperscript{74} CdTeS QDs coated with N-acetyl-l-cysteine (NAC) were synthesized as both bioactive ligands and a sulfur source with excellent optical properties and low toxicity. After folate-PEG decoration of the CdTeS alloyed QDs, the conjugated NIR QDs displayed good biocompatibility, excellent sensitivity, and specificity for optical imaging of tumors overexpressing the folate receptor.\textsuperscript{75} Singh et al reported the functionalization of magnetic NIR QDs. When folic acid was covalently linked to these QDs, they exhibited improved specificity and unique magnetic properties.\textsuperscript{76} In Gao’s study, dendron-coated InP/ZnS core/shell NIR QDs featured high stability, low cytotoxicity, the ability of extravasation, and were a suitable size for kidney excretion.\textsuperscript{77} Encapsulation of phosphorothiolated oligonucleotides (5–10 nucleotides) into the QD shell resulted in excellent chemical, photonic, and colloidal stability, high quantum yields, and tunable spectral emission.\textsuperscript{78} Loading QDs into deoxycholic acid-conjugated low-molecular-weight heparin microelles rendered excellent stability. These NPs were absorbed via bile acid transportation and cleared via the urinary system.\textsuperscript{79}

It is worth noting that NP-based NIRF probes are not limited to the three types aforementioned. Lanthanide compounds,\textsuperscript{80} for example, can be synthesized by Yb(3+) chelation,\textsuperscript{81} displaying NIR luminescence. Lanthanum hexaboride NPs are suitable for NIRF application since they are easy to prepare, cheaper than gold nanostructure, and have a distinct property of high photothermal conversion rate.\textsuperscript{82}

Multimodal NIRF probes

Although fluorescence imaging is highly sensitive to tagging a corresponding target and is reliable for molecular imaging, few anatomical details can be acquired under microscopic observation. The combinatorial application of NIRF imaging and other imaging modalities that can delineate anatomical structures extends fluorometric determination of biomedical information. Various multimodal imaging schemes are designed for facile combination between NIRF probes and traditional imaging approaches that offer in vivo tumor images with excellent spatial resolution, such as MRI,\textsuperscript{16,83–86} CT, PETS,\textsuperscript{87} single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT),\textsuperscript{88} PAI,\textsuperscript{89} Raman imaging,\textsuperscript{90,91} etc. The main multimodal strategies are superparamagnetic iron oxide and gadolinium MR contrast conjugated with NIRF dyes or NPs.\textsuperscript{16,92–94} Covalent binding of Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} and different NIR dyes, such as Cy5 and QDs, has been extensively reported.\textsuperscript{95,97} Xi et al combined NIR dye-labeled magnetic iron oxide NPs with a targeting moiety for urokinase plasminogen activator receptor (uPAR). The NIR830-ATF-IONP combination dramatically enhanced photoacoustic signals in tumors.\textsuperscript{96} A rhodamine complex was yielded after Gd\textsuperscript{3+} chelation. The dual-modality paramagnetic/NIRF probe was feasible for both MRI and NIRF imaging to trace cell migration, homing, and differentiation in vivo.\textsuperscript{98} Magnetic NPs with NIRF dyes embedded in the silica could be applied as a PET/MRI/NIRF imaging agent for biomedical imaging as well as cell tracking after being labeled with a radioisotope on NPs.\textsuperscript{97} PAI, a non-invasive imaging modality that allows for combined optical signals and ultrasonography, can provide more details of biological tissues.\textsuperscript{100} Both endogenous molecules and xenogenous agents render this optical absorption ability. Jeon et al demonstrated the feasibility of photoacoustic cystography by NIR dyes with low toxicity.\textsuperscript{101} Thus, appropriate multimodal molecular probes can exert synergistic advantages over any single modality alone.

NIRF probes with targeting abilities

Probes with targeting abilities are critical for specific and sensitive bioimaging. Although several native organic dyes display strong and intrinsic capabilities of tumor targeting, most of the NIRF dyes lack specific targeting properties, limiting further bioimaging application. Therefore, attaching targeting moieties to these dyes or NIRF dye-containing NPs is a crucial element in probe design. At present, frequently used targeting moieties are antibodies, peptides, proteins, aptamers, and small receptor ligands.\textsuperscript{102} Excitingly, appropriate probe design with targeting moieties almost retains the original NIRF optical properties as well as pharmacokinetics and in vivo biodistribution.

Three main strategies are involved in designing targeted NIRF probes: single coupling between signaling and targeting moieties, target-activatable probes with a turn-on option, and molecular probes with two different targeting sites.\textsuperscript{103} The interaction between activatable probes and their targets triggers a turn-on effect through oxidation or
enzymatic cleavage, which disintegrates the probes into fluorescent dyes. In that circumstance, initial dark probes due to quenching effects are activated and restore the ability of fluorescence emission. Besides, NPs can also function as carriers by specific receptor identification and/or EPR effect to avoid the direct conjugation of fluorophores and target sites. Therefore, the development of probes with targeting ability holds great promise in targeted cancer imaging and related therapeutic applications.

Native NIRF dyes with tumor-targeting ability

Several native NIRF dyes have been demonstrated with unique tumor-targeting capability without conjugation to guiding moieties or incorporation into nanostructures. Currently, heptamethine indocyanine dyes such as IR-780 iodide, IR-783 (Figure 3), MHI-148, and porphyrin derivatives Pz 247, are identified with preferential accumulation in cancer tissues, displaying great advantages over the common fluorescent dyes, like ICG. Although the mechanism accounting for the specific accumulation and retention of these dyes remains unclear, the implications of mitochondrial membrane potential, organic-anion transporting polypeptides (OATPs), and EPR effect in this process have been illustrated. These natively multifunctional NIRF dyes extend our understanding in tumor-targeted imaging.

NIRF NPs with specific targeting ability

Most of the NIRF dyes require conjugation with targeting moieties to obtain specific binding abilities. These probes are first applied as fluorescent biosensors for real-time tracing of glucose, metal ions, and anions. With the rapid development in bioimaging, targeted NIRF probes are introduced for cell labeling and tracking in the physiological conditions as well as morphological and functional evaluations in cancer cells and interstitial tissues, such as the surveillance of pH change, hypoxia state, enzyme activity, apoptosis, and necrosis. The pH determination relies on the unique chromophores that are susceptible to protonation and deprotonation. Syntheses of receptor-targeted NIRF probes are based on the different receptor-expressing patterns on the surface of cancer cells. A host of receptors have been exploited as ideal targets for NIRF imaging and cancer therapy, such as integrin receptor, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) receptor, folate receptor, transferrin receptor, translocator protein receptor, endothelin receptor, somatostatin receptor, and gastrin-releasing peptide receptor. The targeting moieties, targets, and NP platforms that have been reported in recent years are summarized in Table 1.

In fact, receptor-targeted NIRF imaging is definitely not limited to the aforementioned receptors. Other targets, such as CXC chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4) and CXCR7, prostate specific membrane antigen, uPA, low-density lipoprotein (LDL) receptors, vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) receptors, type I insulin-like growth factor receptor (IGF1R), and estrogen receptors have also been extensively investigated for selective NIRF imaging. Meanwhile, various molecules and proteins that are involved in carcinogenesis and tumor micro-environments are included in the design of NIRF probes with specific targeting abilities. Upconversion materials have also been exploited for targeted cancer cell ablation.

![Figure 3](image.png)

**Figure 3** NIRF cancer imaging using IR783 (0.375 mg/kg) in athymic nude mice with subcutaneous prostate cancer. Abbreviation: min, minimum; max, maximum; NIRF, near infrared fluorescent.
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Table 1 Targeted NIRF probes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeting agents</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>NPs or dyes</th>
<th>Linker</th>
<th>Reference number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RGD</td>
<td>Integrin αvβ3</td>
<td>IRDye 800CW</td>
<td>Arg-Gly-Asp</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGD</td>
<td>Integrin αvβ3</td>
<td>ICG-Der-02</td>
<td>Arg-Gly-Asp</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peptidomimetic antagonist</td>
<td>Integrin αvβ3</td>
<td>IntegriSense680 PEG, IRDye 800CW PEG</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(RGD)s</td>
<td>Integrin αvβ3</td>
<td>PCLMPs</td>
<td>Arg-Gly-Asp</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGD, octreotate, Ac-TZ14001</td>
<td>Integrin αvβ3</td>
<td>HAS-Cys5, IR783-CO2H, ICG</td>
<td>Arg-Gly-Asp</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGF</td>
<td>EGFR</td>
<td>Cy5.5</td>
<td>(NHS) ester</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peptide</td>
<td>EGFR</td>
<td>Cy5.5-PEG</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProSense680, MMPSense680</td>
<td>Cathepsins, MMP</td>
<td>2DG CW8000, EGF CW800</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6 peptide</td>
<td>MMP-2</td>
<td>Cy5.5</td>
<td>(KAhWGFTLD)NH2</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA</td>
<td>Folate receptor</td>
<td>ICG-PLGA-lipid NPs</td>
<td>DSPE-PEG2k:FA</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folate</td>
<td>Folate receptor</td>
<td>CdTeS QDs</td>
<td>Folate-PEG conjugated NIR-QDs</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA, DUPA</td>
<td>Folate receptor, PSMA</td>
<td>Alexa Fluor 647, DyLight 680, DyLight 750, IR800CW</td>
<td>Asp-Arg-Asp-Asp-Cys,</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lysine–glutamate urea</td>
<td>PSMA</td>
<td>IRDye800CW, IRDye800RS, ICG derivative, Cy7, Cy5.5</td>
<td>Lysine–suberate linker</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transferrin</td>
<td>Transferrin receptor</td>
<td>mPEG-b-P(LA-co-MHC/NIR)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK11195</td>
<td>Translocator protein</td>
<td>NIR-conPK11195</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GX1 peptide</td>
<td>Tumor vasculature</td>
<td>Cy5.5</td>
<td>CGN5NPSC</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bombesin peptides</td>
<td>Gastrin-releasing peptide receptor</td>
<td>Alexa Fluor 680</td>
<td>Gly-Gly-Gly</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cFLFLF peptide</td>
<td>Formyl peptide receptor</td>
<td>PEG-Oyster-800</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cetuximab</td>
<td>EGFR</td>
<td>25IDCC, 45-IDCC, 65-IDCC</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trastuzumab</td>
<td>EGFR2 (HER2)</td>
<td>irItybe</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: DUPA, 2-(3-[(1, 3-dicarboxy propyl)-ureido] pentanediolic acid; EGF, epidermal growth factor; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; FA, folic acid; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; ICG, indocyanine green; MMP, matrix metalloproteinases; NHS, N-hydroxysuccinimide; NIR, near-infrared; NP, nanoparticle; PEG, polyethylene glycol; PLGA, poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid; PSMA, prostate specific membrane antigen; QDs, quantum dots; RGD, Arg-Gly-Asp.

Targeted NIRF technology provides invaluable inspiration for future biomedical application.

Target-activatable NIRF NPs

Compared with other in vivo bioimaging techniques, NIRF imaging benefits greatly from activatable probes. Specifically, these NPs initially emit little fluorescence owing to self-quenching effects. However, when the probes arrive at the target sites, enzyme cleavage occurs and the fluorophores are released, emitting strong fluorescence. Meanwhile, the non-targeting dark probes cannot be selectively activated to generate fluorescence and are quickly cleared out. Therefore, activatable probes significantly improve the signal-to-noise ratio and specificity in NIRF bioimaging applications. Activatable NIRF signals can be detected even at sub-nanomolar levels, displaying excellent sensitivity and deep tissue penetration in vivo. Great attention has been paid to the activatable strategy for highly specific targeted imaging. The discrepancies between malignancies and normal tissues, such as the concentrations of specific enzymes, pH levels, and cellular energy metabolism, were fully exploited to prepare target-activatable NIRF probes. Most probes are special NPs with enzyme cleavable sequences and quenching abilities through two main strategies to control probe fluorescence, PET and Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), which result in over 99% quenching in contrast with the free fluorophores. These probes largely depend on the specificity of cleavable sequences used for the coupling of fluorophores and NPs. Numerous enzymes such as matriptase, protein kinase C alpha, uPA, and matrix metalloproteinase (MMP), have been successfully used to construct activatable NPs, which might also expand to novel probe design utilizing various enzymes and energy donors, as well as energy acceptors.

Other than enzyme activation, selective and sensitive turn-on NIR probes can be obtained by novel strategies. Splitting the thiol group of 2,4-dinitrobenzenesulfonfyl turns the azo-BODIPY with weak fluorescence to a strong NIR dye that is suitable for the selective detection of cysteine. Cy-NiSe and Cy-TfSe were constructed as NIRF probes for thiol detection based on the cleavage of the Se-N bond. They exhibited little fluorescence due to the PET process, while the aza-BODIPY with weak fluorescence to a strong NIR dye that is suitable for the selective detection of cysteine. Novel sensors could respond to endogenous thiols or H2O2 via a turn-on effect, showing the capability of selective NIRF imaging. Huang et al reported a new...
strategy to detect hydrogen peroxide, glucose, and uric acid using FRET gold NPs, which was in accord with the commercially available method.\(^\text{141}\) NIRF probes could also detect hydrogen sulfide through the cleavage of dinitrophenyl ether,\(^\text{142}\) and carboxylic acid via a switch for fluorescence control by spiropcyclization.\(^\text{143}\) These probes appeared to be safe and widely applicable for the noninvasive detection of target biomolecules, making them promising candidates for in vivo imaging applications.\(^\text{144-146}\) These unique strategies for fluorogenic dye design also open new doors for NIRF probe discovery. Activatable NIRF imaging will become a powerful tool for the diagnosis of cancer and other diseases, and a navigation aid during surgery.

**NIRF probes in cancer imaging**

Tissues are optically heterogeneous due to different sizes, functional components, and microstructures. This complicates fluorescence imaging due to problems such as autofluorescence, great light absorption, and light scattering. Since the absorption and emission bands of auto-fluorescence in tissues peak at the near ultraviolet and yellow light regions, NIRF dyes generate less background fluorescence. Moreover, NIRF probes increase the depth of detection in mammalian tissues by several orders of magnitude.

Many NIRF probes have been designed for in vivo cancer imaging applications. Recent development of multifunctional nanomaterials has further improved the availability of NIRF imaging. Nanotechnology-based NIRF probes can efficiently target cancer sites through the EPR effect and selective linking between targeting moieties and tumor cell receptors. Additionally, NIRF imaging is a potential strategy for intraoperative identification of malignancies. For instance, ICG can clearly identify hepatocellular carcinoma lesions and colorectal cancer liver metastases during surgery.\(^\text{147,148}\)

Presently, intraoperative evaluation of tumor margins depends on palpation and visual inspection. NIRF probes with cancer-targeting ability can provide instrumental information in demarcating tumors. Thus, complete removal of tumors with adequate tumor-free margins maximizes the benefit of surgery and possibly decreases the risk of recurrence. Sherwinters reported his experience of transanal NIR imaging to assess mucosal perfusion at the level of the anastomoses in patients undergoing colectomy. Intraoperative high-resolution NIR mucosal angiography could be obtained easily, demonstrating the feasibility of transanal NIR angiography in surgery.\(^\text{149}\)

Fibroblast activation protein-alpha (FAP-\(\alpha\)), a cell surface glycoprotein that promotes tumor growth and invasion, is ubiquitously expressed in malignancies but not in normal tissues. An activatable NIRF probe that contains a NIR dye and a quencher dye was synthesized for real-time imaging of FAP-\(\alpha\). This probe selectively accumulated in FAP-\(\alpha\)-expressing tumors, demonstrating its targeting ability for early cancer detection.\(^\text{150}\)

**NIRF probes in lymph node imaging**

The peripheral lymphatic system originates from lymphocapillary vessels, where foreign materials, macromolecules, and excess fluid infiltrate out of the blood. The colorless lymph fluid is then transported through collecting vessels, regional lymph nodes, and lymphatic ducts, finally passing back to the blood circulation to maintain tissue fluid homeostasis. Abnormal lymphatic function may be closely related to malignancies and venous disease.\(^\text{151}\) SLNs are the initial draining lymph nodes of tumors. The presence of cancer-positive SLNs usually indicates regional metastases. Therefore, lymph node mapping is a requisite for disease staging, prognosis prediction, and decision making in cancer treatment. The identification and dissection of SLNs using methylene blue dye and radioactive colloid have become the current standard for staging cancers such as breast cancer and melanoma. However, radioactive issues, low spatial resolution, and allergic reactions to the blue dye hamper large-scale application of SLNs mapping. Real-time intraoperative imaging with a high resolution via a flexible, portable non-nuclear modality may facilitate the assessment and resection of the SLNs, and minimize surgical complications.

NIRF dyes have been investigated as a surrogate for radioactive colloid and blue dye imaging. Clear visualization of mammary lymph nodes and lymph vessels by ICG demonstrated the applicability of fluorescence-guided SLN resection. It was further confirmed that ICG and other NIR dyes had little impact on lymphatic function such as propulsive velocity and frequency.\(^\text{152}\) Premixing 150 \(\mu\)g/mL ICG with 60 g/L albumin induced greater fluorescence intensity.\(^\text{153}\) In Li’s study, QDs were employed in real-time imaging of the rat stomach lymph node basin and functioned well.\(^\text{154}\)

Rapid clearance of ICG in the blood limits its use for long-term tracing applications. Therefore, ICG-loaded NPs are widely considered to prolong ICG retention in vivo. Small NPs (<50 nm in diameter) are mainly retained in the lymph nodes, the selective accumulation of small NPs makes it more suitable for lymph node mapping.\(^\text{155}\) ICG and LI-COR IRDye 800CW PEG were utilized for lymphatic function imaging. The LI-COR tracer remained visible for 2 weeks. Moreover, this dye produced significantly lower effects on lymphatic function than ICG, and lymph nodes were not
enlarged at any time point, indicating the LI-COR tracer as a more appropriate contrast agent for longitudinal lymphatic imaging. Jeong et al designed mannosylated liposome-encapsulated ICG (M-LP-ICG) as an optical contrast agent for SLNs mapping. M-LP-ICG had a higher ultraviolet absorbance spectrum, stronger fluorescence intensity, and better stability than LP-ICG, which made it a good contrast agent candidate for the optical imaging of the lymphatic system. NIR nanogels prepared by the conjugation of IRDye800 and pullulan-cholesterol polymer nanogels could provide satisfactory imaging of the lymphatic system.

SLNs mapping by NIRF dye have also been implemented in numerous clinical trials. Maus et al investigated NIRF imaging in a lymphedema patient following surgery and radiotherapy to evaluate the lymphatic structure and function. Ten cancer patients participated in NIRF-imaging-guided dissection of head and neck tumors. Real-time surveillance enabled visualization of SLNs in all ten patients, demonstrating the feasibility of NIRF imaging to detect lymph nodes in patients with head and neck cancer. Intraoperative SLNs imaging was performed in 25 consecutive patients with biopsy-proven melanoma via NIRF probe (ICG:HSA) and technetium-99m nanocolloid. NIR fluorescent imaging demonstrated an accuracy of 98% when compared with radioactive colloid. Therefore, SLNs mapping with ICG:HSA is feasible and accurate in melanoma. Moreover, ICG has the advantage of safety, low cost, and is an intraoperative technique that does not alter the surgical field, thus allowing for easy identification of SLNs. Stoffels et al investigated intraoperative fluorescence imaging of lymphatic systems by ICG, SPECT/CT, and preoperative lymphoscintigraphy in 22 patients with melanoma. It was found that 11 additional SLNs were only recognized using fluorescence labeling. Twenty-two colon cancer patients were included in another study to assess the additional value of NIRF imaging. Ninety-five percent of patients and 77 SLNs were discovered by NIRF dye, compared to 70 SLNs by blue dye. A hybrid NIRF and radioactive tracer was evaluated for SLN imaging in 32 breast cancer patients. All 48 axillary SLNs were found by radioactive tracer and NIRF dye. In another study including 49 consecutive breast cancer patients, the use of ICG:HSA also provided additional benefits compared to RC alone. In 32 women with vulvar cancer, 35 SLNs in 24 patients were intraoperatively detected by NIRF imaging using ICG:HSA and ICG alone, though no significant difference was found between them. In Rossi et al’s study, 17 out of 20 patients with cervical or endometrial carcinoma were observed with SLNs by ICG injection in the cervix, demonstrating that it is a reliable method for intraoperative SLNs mapping. Eighteen patients with confirmed neoplasia underwent NIR laparoscopy that could transmit both white light and NIR image. Quick switch of NIRF imaging facilitated the confirmation of mesocolic lymphatic drainage patterns and the identification of SLNs.

The aforementioned studies ascertain the effectiveness of NIRF imaging in clinical settings. NIRF imaging has been experiencing explosive development and will be employed in more operating rooms and other biomedical applications. With further progress on multifunctional technologies, there will be more NIRF probes for early cancer imaging, treatment evaluation, and intraoperative tumor delineation, as well as cancer therapy.

**NIRF probes in cancer therapy**

In addition to targeted detection of early cancer, NIRF probes exhibit tumoricidal activities at high concentrations. Moreover, cyanine dyes and porphyrin derivatives are potential photosensitizers for photodynamic therapy in cancer treatment. These multifunctional NIRF dyes can be explored for cancer-targeted therapy after further conjugation with specific moieties. For instance, NP–drug formulations can solubilize or shield hydrophobicity or high toxicity to static agents and overcome bioavailability challenges. Further, NP systems can be used to alter pharmacokinetics and increase the percentage of drug accumulation in cancerous lesions. Their favorable size range and the ease of surface functionalization enable targeting of NPs to specific cell types at diseased sites.

**Photothermal therapy**

Photothermal therapy (PTT), a noninvasive treatment effective for the treatment of many diseases, has been extensively investigated in cancer treatment. Minimally invasive laser thermal therapy engendered by NPs or drugs, is among the most promising technologies to arrest expansion of cancerous growths with minimal morbidity and reduced toxicity (Figure 4). Laser-absorbing agents or dyes are used to increase laser-induced thermal damage in the tumor.

The accumulation of NIRF probes in tumor sites drastically increases the efficiency of PTT through effective conversion of light energy into heat. It has been demonstrated that ICG promotes the absorption of NIR laser light delivered by a diode laser, inducing more thermal damage to solid tumors after laser irradiation compared to laser alone. In addition, local hyperthermia...
greatly enhances the delivery of ICG to the tumor site and interstice, thereby allowing a greater thermal ablation effect of laser therapy on the tumor cells, vasculature, and surrounding tumor matrix to induce tumor regression. Hyperthermia by ICG (37°C to 43°C within 1 minute) is also a safe approach to help doxorubicin, a chemotherapy drug, overcome multidrug resistance. Due to limitations such as poor photostability, self-aggregation, rapid elimination from the body, and lack of target specificity, ICG is usually encapsulated into the core of a polymeric micelle. Interestingly, ICG-encapsulated micelles are still available for potential application in tumor photothermal therapy. Cyanine dye IR820 has optical and thermal generation properties similar to those of ICG but with improved in vitro and in vivo stability. It may be an alternative to ICG with greater stability, longer image collection times, and more predictable peak locations. Other types of NIRF dyes, such as phthalocyanine-aggregated pluronic NPs and IR780-loaded NPs are also constructed as novel agents for photothermal therapy and/or fractionated photothermal therapy for clinical use. Some of these probes have obtained promising results in preliminary experiments. Researchers will continuously focus on developing suitable NIRF platforms for photothermal applications.

Photodynamic therapy

PDT utilizes light irradiation that is enhanced by photosensitizers to exert therapeutic effects in cancer tissues. When excited by light at a certain wavelength, photosensitizers facilitate the generation of cytotoxicity-free radicals as singlet oxygens, and initiate an inflammatory microenvironment that leads to cancer cell death after light radiation. The first approved photosensitizer, Photofrin, is a composite of oligomeric porphyrins that has been applied for the treatment of lung cancer, esophagus cancer, and other types of cancer. In 1993, Photofrin was applied for the first time in PDT to treat bladder tumors. It is noteworthy that current PDT using Photofrin exhibits many drawbacks that limit wide clinical application, such as low deep-tissue penetration, limited tumor specificity, and unwanted localization, especially in the skin, which leads to skin photosensitivity after sunlight exposure. Therefore, developing new photosensitizers without these limitations is imperative for PDT application. Various NIRF sensitizers have been tested for their use in PDT, such as classical cyanines, squaraines, porphyrins, and phthalocyanines and their derivatives. Precise and real-time demarcation of tumors provided by NIRF probes significantly

Figure 4 Schematic illustration of PTT and PDT.

Notes: NIRF probes were incubated with cancer cells. Upon light radiation, the accumulation of NIRF probes drastically increased the efficiency of PTT through effective conversion of light energy into heat, resulting in laser-induced thermal damage to cancer cells. In PDT settings, NIRF probes facilitate the generation of cytotoxicity-free radicals as singlet oxygens, and initiate an inflammatory microenvironment that leads to cancer cell death after light radiation.

Abbreviations: NIRF, near infrared fluorescent; PDT, photodynamic therapy; PTT, photothermal therapy.
increases the therapeutic efficiency of PDT. Gupta et al reported a new method to construct a multifunctional nanoplateform that could incorporate both the NR fluorophore and photosensitizer for NIRF imaging and photodynamic cancer therapy, making an ideal platform for simultaneous cancer imaging and therapy. Karunakaran et al developed two hydrophilic porphyrins, THPP and Zn-THPP. In comparison with Photofrin, these probes have stronger intense fluorescence emission and singlet oxygen generation efficiency, showing the potential for PDT.

**Photoimmunotherapy**

Photoimmunotherapy (PIT) is based on cancer-targeted therapy that can selectively monitor and destroy cancer tissues. Nakajima et al developed a NIRF probe for PIT by linking a phthalocyanine dye IR700 and a monoclonal antibody. When exposed to NIR light, the conjugates that had been accumulated in the target sites induced highly specific tumoricidal activities. Selective binding avoided unnecessary injury to normal tissues. It was revealed that IR700 eventually accumulated in lysosomes. After exposure to a threshold intensity of NIR light, the conjugates immediately disrupted the outer cell membrane and lysosomes. Furthermore, repeated application of NIRF dyes was an effective strategy for cancer therapy without severe side effects; complete pathological remission might even be achieved.

**Drug delivery**

Chemotherapy has been widely applied to maximize the therapeutic outcome in cancer treatment. However, most cytotoxic drugs lack the ability of specific accumulation in tumors. In addition, various side effects may occur during the course of chemotherapy. These remain major impediments to the treatment of malignancies. Thus, novel platforms for targeted drug delivery that are safe and effective in vivo are highly desirable. Effective delivery of chemical drugs to tumor sites is particularly appealing for the enhancement of the tumor-killing effect and the reduction of systemic toxicities. It was revealed that drug-loaded NP systems accumulate in tumors through the EPR effect, which increases drug bioavailability and prolongs the exposure to therapeutic agents. Rapid uptake and retention of polymer conjugates in the lymphatic system have also been observed with low toxicity.

Mieszawska et al presented a highly complex and multifunctional hybrid polymer—lipid NP platform that incorporated diagnostic nanocrystals and two therapeutic drugs, the antiangiogenic drug sorafenib and the cytotoxic drug doxorubicin for combined cancer therapy. The prepared NPs accumulated at the tumor sites and prevented angiogenesis, leading to cancer cell death. NIR irradiation of a light-sensitive amphiphilic copolymer cleaved the cypate-containing micelles and released cytotoxic o-nitrosobenzaldehyde that could damage the surrounding tissues. Turner et al successfully constructed various temperature-sensitive NIRF mixtures to realize efficient drug delivery. The thermosensitive liposome composites were stable at 37°C while burst releases of encapsulated drugs at 40°C and 42°C were observed.

Currently, antibodies against biomarkers and therapeutic targets of cancer have already been developed. The crosslinking of monoclonal antibodies and NIRF dyes has also been applied for selective cancer theranostics, such as cutaneous tumor, breast cancer, ovarian cancer, gastric cancer, and prostate cancer. This controlled drug delivery may potentially address the described limitations of the aforementioned chemotherapy.

**Conclusion and perspectives**

Over the last decade, NIRF dyes have been studied extensively for biomedical application since the NIR region is a suitable optical window for deep tissue imaging. When appropriately adapted, these dyes show the abilities of fast screening and early detection of cancer and provide invaluable guidance in cancer therapy, reducing cancer morbidity and mortality. However, conventional dyes experience photobleaching easily and barely achieve sufficient target-to-background ratio for clinical use. Recent developments in nanotechnology and imaging technologies have dramatically facilitated innovations in probe design and multichannel techniques. Many types of NPs have recently been designed and evaluated as potential contrast agents or delivery vehicles for molecular imaging. Successes in the development of receptor-specific NIRF probes and their applications for cancer diagnosis and treatment monitoring have greatly inspired research interest in individualized medical interventions.

NPs provide direct protection of the NIRF dyes against degradation, improve their fluorescence characteristics, and render specific targeting abilities with enhanced signal-to-noise ratio. Although striking results in experimental studies have been obtained, NP-based NIRF probes are still far away from clinical application. There are still many obstacles before final clinical trials, especially the pharmacokinetics and potential toxicity related to chemical or metallic materials, dosage, and surface coating.

Therefore, non-toxic, biodegradable, and biocompatible materials are highly recommended for constructing the NIR-related probes. Further development of targeted
NIRF dyes and multimodal probes is expected to broaden their roles in basic cancer research and advance into clinical applications. For rapid progress in this field, interdisciplinary collaboration is still needed.

Taken together, NIRF imaging is promising for early stage cancer detection and cancer therapy, but the development of satisfactory NIRF probes remains challenging for investigators worldwide. Although there are still many hurdles before NIRF imaging can advance to clinical applications, huge opportunities and value exist in this fascinating field.
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